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We present results of a detailed investigation of the temperature dependence of the spatial string
tension in SU(2) gauge theory. We show, for the first time, that the spatial string tension is scaling
on the lattice and thus is nonvanishing in the continuum limit. It is temperature independent below
T, and rises rapidly above. For temperatures larger than 2T, we And a scaling behavior consistent
with cr, (T) = (0.136+ 0.011)g (T)T, where g(T) is the two-loop running coupling constant with a
scale parameter determined as A~ = (0.076 + 0.013)T,.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha

Non-Abelian SU(N) gauge theories in (3+1) dimen-
sions are known to undergo a deconfining phase transition
at high temperature. The physical string tension, char-
acterizing the linear rise of the potential between static
quark sources with distance, decreases with increasing
temperature and vanishes above T, . The potential be-
comes a Debye screened Coulomb potential in the high
temperature phase. The leading high temperature be-
havior as well as the structure of the heavy quark po-
tential for temperatures well above T, can be understood
in terms of a perturbative expansion in a finite volume
of size Vi/a ( 1/g2(T)T [1,2]. Nonperturbative effects

may, however, show up at this length scale, where the
generation of a magnetic mass term, mm g2(T)T in

the gluon propagator may inHuence the spectrum in the
high temperature phase. These nonperturbative effects
in the magnetic sector will also manifest themselves in
correlation functions for the spatial components of gauge
fields.

(3+1)-dimensional renormalizable quantum Field theo-
ries at high temperature, through dimensional reduction,
can be reformulated as effective three-dimensional theo-
ries, with the scale of the dimensionful couplings given
in terms of the temperature [3]. In the case of an SU(N)
gauge theory the effective theory is a three-dimensional
gauge theory with adjoint matter (Higgs) fields, emerging
from the temporal component of the gauge fields. Basic
properties of the gauge invariant correlation functions for
spatial components of the gauge fields the spatial Wil-
son loops —can be understood in terms of this effective
theory. For instance, as this effective theory is confining,
it is natural to expect that spatial Wilson loops obey an
area law behavior in the high temperature phase

W(B, S)=(e ~s s "")-e
where o., has been called the spatial string tension, al-

though one should stress that it is not related to prop-

erties of a physical potential in the (3+1)-dimensional
theory. In the case of @CD the effective theory itself is
quite complicated even at high temperatures, as the non-
static modes do not decouple from the static sector [4].
An analysis of the temperature dependence of the spatial
string tension thus yields information on the importance
of the nonstatic sector for long-distance properties of high
temperature @CD.

The existence of a nonvanishing spatial string tension,
rr„ in the high temperature phase of (3+1)-dimensional
SU(N) lattice gauge theory can be proven rigorously at
finite lattice spacing [5]. However, despite its basic rele-
vance for a better understanding of the nonperturbative
structure of non-Abelian gauge theories at high tempera-
ture, little effort has been undertaken to arrive at a quan-
titative description of the properties of the spatial string
tension. In Ref. [6] the question of the temperature de-

pendence of the spatial string tension as well as its scaling
behavior has been studied for the first time numerically.
The early numerical investigations [6,7] suggested that o,
stays nonzero but temperature independent in the high
temperature phase. Some indications for an increase of
o, with temperature have been found recently [8). How-

ever, so far no detailed study of the scaling behavior of
the spatial string tension with temperature and its be-
havior in the continuum limit exists.

We present here the results of a detailed, high statistics
analysis of the spatial string tension. The finite temper-
ature SU(2) gauge theory has been simulated on lattices
of size N x 323, with N ranging from 2 to 32. The sim-

ulations have been performed at two values of the gauge
coupling, P = 2.5115 and P = 2.74, which correspond
to the critical couplings for the deconfinement transition
on lattices with temporal extent N = 8 and N = 16,
respectively [9]. The lattice spacing thus changes by a
factor 2.00 + 0.04, where the error is caused by the un-

certainty in both of the critical couplings. We confirm
this factor through a calculation of the string tension at
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V~(R) = Vp+ KR ———f ~

GI, (R) ——
B (4)

where GI. denotes the lattice Coulomb potential. This
last term takes account of the lattice artifacts present at
small distances. We have tried various other fits, includ-
ing fi.ts where the Coulomb part has been replaced by a
logarithmic term, which would be expected in the high
temperature limit. Details on these fits as well as a dis-
cussion of the short distance part of the pseudopotentials

low temperatures in the confining phase. On a lattice of
size 16 x 32 (324) at P = 2.5115 (2.74) we obtain

(l.1836 + 0.0013, P = 2.5115,
0.0911 + 0.0008, P = 2.74,

which corresponds to a change in lattice spacing
ap q siis/ap —2 q4 = 2.016+0.023, and is consistent with
the factor 2 obtained from the calculation of the above
critical couplings for the deconfinement transition.

We determine the spatial string tension from tempera-
ture dependent pseudopotentiats constructed from Wilson
loops of size R x S, where both sides of the loop point
into spatial directions,

VT(R) = lim ln
W(R, S)

s ~ WRS+1
In the actual calculation we also construct off-axis loops
in spatial directions and use standard smearing tech-
niques [10] to improve the convergence of approximants
with increasing S.

At fixed gauge coupling the temperature can be varied
by varying the temporal extent, N, of the lattice. For
P = 2.74 we have studied the pseudopotentials on lat-
tices of size N = 16, 12, 8, 6, 4, and 2, which corresponds
to temperatures T/T, = 1, 1.33, 2, 2.6?, 4, and 8 in ad-
dition to the physical potential at "zero" temperature
on a 32 lattice. In order to check the scaling behav-
ior of the spatial string tension in the continuum limit
we have performed additional calculations at P = 2.5115
and K = 8, 6, and 4, i.e. , T/T, = 1, 1.33, and 2 as well
as at zero temperature, approximated by a 16 x 32 lat-
tice. Note that this procedure induces only an overall
error into the temperature T/T, from the uncertainty in
the scale T„stemming from the error in P, [9]. Varying

P at fixed K to change the temperature, as has been
customary so far, would introduce additional errors be-
cause the relation between the lattice spacing a and the
coupling P is not known sufficiently well.

The pseudopotentials defined through Eq. (3) are
shown in Fig. 1 for P = 2.74. Obviously the effective
potentials do not show any significant temperature de-
pendence up to T, . However, as can also be seen from
the figure the slope of the potential rises rapidly above
T, . In order to quantify the temperature dependence of
the linearly rising potentials we follow Refs. [11,12] and
fit the potentials with the ansatz

T/T,
x B
x 4
o 2.67
o 2
0 1,33
+
x P, 5

10

FIG. 1. The pseudopotentials UT(R) minus the (constant)
self-energy contributions Up [Eq. (4)] on lattices of size
N x 32 for P = 2.74 as a function of the spatial separa-
tion R measured in lattice units.

will be presented elsewhere. In general we found that the
fit parameter K

—= o.,a depends only weakly on the ac-
tual parametrization of the short distance part of VT(R).
Our results are summarized in Table I. We determine the
spatial string tension in units of the critical temperature,

Qcr, (T) = QK(T)K, ,
C

where K, = 8 (16) for P = 2.5115 (2.74). These num-
bers are given in the last column of Table I.

In Fig. 2 we compare the spatial string tension calcu-
lated at P = 2.5115 and 2.74 at different temperatures.
We find that our data sets are consistent with each other.
Thus, similar to what has been found for the ratio of the
physical string tension to the deconfinement transition
temperature, scaling violations in the ratio ~o, /T, are
negligible. This demonstrates that the spatial string ten-
sion, indeed, is relevant to high temperature @CD as it
persists in the continuum limit. Moreover, o, coincides
with the physical, zero temperature string tension for
T&T,.

The coupling of the Yang-Mills part of the action of
the effective three-dimensional theory, g3, derived from a
(3+1)-dimensional SU(K) gauge theory at high ternper-
ature, is given in terms of the temperature and the four-
dimensional coupling g(T) as gs = g (T)T. Although the
temperature will set the scale also for other couplings in
the three-dimensional theory, these couplings will in gen-
eral have a different dependence on the four-dimensional
gauge coupling g2(T) [1]. The functional dependence of
o, (T) on g2(T) and T is thus not apparent from the gen-
eral structure of the effective action. Nonetheless, in a
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TABLE I. Summary of results from fits to the effective potentials using Eq. (4) on lattices of
size N x 32 . The values of N, which correspond to the temperatures given in the first column,
are described in the text. The third column gives the number of gauge field configurations used in
the analysis. They are separated by 100 sweeps of overrelaxed Monte Carlo updates. Remaining
autocorrelations have been taken into account in the error analysis.

T/T,
0.5
1
1.33
2
2.67

8

0.5
1
1.33
2

2.7400

2.5115

Meas.
835
918
720
279
477

2111
8582

550
1320
2580
1700

Vp

0.482(3)
0.475(6)
0.474(3)
0.448(5)
0.426(6)
0.390(4)
0.319(11)
0.537(4)
0.543(7)
0.513(4)
0.443(6)

0.0083(l)
0.0089(6)
0.0094(2)
0.0152(5)
0.0231(5)
0.0419(4)
0.1270(18)

0.0337(5)
0.0325(7)
0.0381(4)
0.0643(6)

0.220(12)
0.210(19)
0.207(9)
0.175(11)
0.157(11)
0.135(8)
0.111(17)
0.233(8)
0.250(16)
0.207(7)
0.142(13)

f
0.13(8)
0.13(12)
0.15(6)
0.20(11)
0.16(10)
0.17(7)
0.28(3)

0.26(7)
0.20(10)
0.24(8)
0.27(6)

~o, /T..
1.46(1)
1.51(5)
1.55(2)
1.97(3)
2.43(3)
3.28(2)
5.70(4)

1.46(l)
1.44(2)
1.56(l)
2.03(1)

Qcr, (T) = cg2(T)T, (6)

pure three-dimensional SU(N) gauge theory dimension-
ful quantities are proportional to an appropriate power
of the three-dimensional coupling g3. If the temperature
dependence of the pure gauge part of the effective action
dominates the spatial string tension we would expect to
find

where the temperature dependent running coupling con-
stant g (T) should, at high temperatures, be determined
by the P function of SU(N) in four dimensions.

In Pig. 3 we have plotted T/go, (T) against T. Prom
Eq. (6) this ratio is expected to be proportional to
g (T). We have fitted these data to the two-loop for-
mula for the coupling in SU(2) gauge theory with the
scale parameter AT,

11 17
g (T) = ln T/AT + jn(2 ln T/Az) .

127r2 44zr2 (7)

o P=2. '74

a p=2. 51 15

1.0

0 1 2
T/T,

FIG. 2. Square root of the spatial string tension in units
of the critical temperature versus temperature calculated at
two different values of the gauge coupling. The broken line
gives the result for the ratio of the physical string tension to
the deconfinement temperature averaged over several values
of the critical coupling [9]. The horizontal error bars indicate
the uncertainty in the temperature scale due to the statistical
errors in the determination of the critical couplings for the
deconfinement transition.

0.5
10

FIG. 3. The ratio of the critical temperature and square
root of the spatial string tension versus temperature for
P = 2.74. The line shows a fit to the data in the region
2 ( T/T, ( 8 using the two-loop relation for g(T) given in
Eq. (7).
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We find that the temperature dependence of the spatial
string tension is well described by Eqs. (6) and (7) for
temperatures above 2T, . From the two parameter fit to
the data shown in Fig. 3 in the region T ) 2T, we obtain

go, (T) = (0.369 + 0.014)g (T)T,

with AT = 0.076(13)T,. We note that the second term in
Eq. (7) varies only little with temperature. A fit with the
one-loop formula thus works almost equally well; it yields
AT = 0.050(10)T, and c = 0.334(14) for the coefBcient in
Eq. (8).

It is rather remarkable that the spatial string tension
depends in this simple form on the perturbative SU(2)
P function already for T ) 2T, and that possible contri-
butions from higher orders in g2(T) could be absorbed
into the scale parameter AT. Moreover, we find that
even quantitatively the spatial string tension agrees well
with the string tension of the three-dimensional SU(2)
gauge theory, ~o~ = (0.3340 6 0.0025)g&~ [13]. We take
this as an indication that, indeed, the spatial string ten-
sion is dominated by the pure gauge part of the effec-
tive three-dimensional theory. We note that the value
for g (T), determined here from long distance proper-
ties of the (3+1)-dimensional theory, is about a factor
of 2 larger than what has been obtained by comparing
the short distance part of the (3+1)-dimensional heavy
quark potential with perturbation theory [2].
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